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THE
BRODKIN
TRAINING METHOD
The Brodkin Training Method provides solutions by laying
the solid foundation for a successful real estate career.
The comprehensive training program is conducted live, via
an interactive classroom environment and as an ondemand, online course.
Business Plan, Goal Setting and the Sales Buffet

Failing to plan is planning to fail. Nobody wants to fail. This
training will help you to establish your annual goals and a success
action plan tailored to your specific interests and talents to make
sure you achieve those goals. Goals plus execution of your
personal plan equals a successful real estate career!
Sphere of Influence – Building Your Database

Your sphere of influence and your database are the key to your real
estate success…If you know what to do with them. This class will
teach you how to turn your immediate sphere into your personal
marketing team and help you turn your database into transactions
and your current and past clients into referrals!
Lead Generation & Conversion

In this workshop, you will learn to develop the habit of prospecting
as a cornerstone for your long-term success in the real estate
business. Discover the variety of methods and strategies for lead
generation and proactive prospecting to attract, convert and close
more business.
Understanding Personality & Communication Styles

In this class we will review the four core personality styles and three
primary communication preferences in people and how it
translates to better sales and customer service. It starts with
understanding your style and preferences first. Learn how to build
rapport and communicate effectively with the different personality
types.
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Effective Open Houses

An open house is more than just the three to four hours you spend
in a property! We will train you on how to select a property, what to
do before an open house, how to interact with potential clients at
an open house and how to follow up to maximize the return on
your efforts.
MLS-Matrix

The Multiple Listing System is complex and vital to your business,
providing many tools to help you. Make sure you know the myriad
ways you can use it to simplify your job. Come learn some tips and
tricks for using it to your best advantage. Bring your laptop.
Working with Buyers

What do you ask potential buyers? How do you handle common
objections? Come find out the answer to those questions and
more! Learn how to qualify the buyer and practice common
objections and dialogues including at an open house.
Buyer Consultation & Showing Homes

In this workshop, you will learn how to customize and conduct the
buyer consultation and presentation. We will cover how to choose
properties, schedule homes and show properties most effectively.
Residential Purchase Agreement & Disclosures

In this hands-on workshop, we will review in detail the residential
purchase agreement and all required addenda and documents for
a complete sales package.
Mortgage & Financing
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Understanding the basics of mortgages and the loan process will
increase your confidence and allow you to structure better offers
and counteroffers when representing your clients. In this class, we
will cover financing fundamentals including Conventional, FHA, VA
and other loan programs, buyer qualification and the loan approval
process.
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Working with Sellers

Get ready to learn how to work more effectively with sellers in this
role play and script practice workshop. We will cover how to price
the listing to sell, common seller objections and more.
Listing Presentation and Marketing the Listing

Find out how to utilize a pre-listing presentation, how to conduct
yourself before, during and after a listing presentation, what to take
with you for a listing presentation, and finally how to market the
listing.
Listing Paperwork

In this practical workshop, we will go over all of the paperwork
required for a Listing including the listing agreement, all
disclosures and documents required for Nevada and the company.
From Contract to Close

So you finally have your first purchase or listing and now you’re
wondering what to do with those people next? Stop wondering!
Let’s put it together – from how to open escrow, timelines and
required deadlines to all steps to successfully close the escrow
and get that commission check!
CMA (Comparative Market Analysis)

This module is all about helping you to determine what a home
should potentially sell for. Learn how to select comparative
properties and how to adjust for things such as overall condition,
sqare footage, upgrades and pools. Bring your laptop.
Personal Marketing

Why should a potential buyer or seller use you instead of one of the
other thousands of Realtors? Let’s talk about who you are; your
likes and dislikes; your hobbies and passions; your skill sets from
previous jobs/careers. This class can help you figure out unique
niches and ways to brand and market yourself as your best you.
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Farming for Listings

Learn how to market to specific geographic areas through open
houses, door knocking, door dropping, and social media. You can
also “farm” a people group, hometown or name. Let’s plant some
seeds and grow a crop of business!
Negotiation Techniques

Learn the tactics and strategies to becoming a successful
negotiator in this workshop. We will cover the types of buyers and
sellers and how to work more effectively with each. Role playing
and practicing various scenarios included.
Selling New Homes

Don’t lose a commission because you didn’t understand the
process for purchasing new construction homes. Come learn the
process, the documents and disclosures and how to market new
homes to buyers.
Social Media Marketing

Learn how to create and execute a social media marketing strategy
that is compliant and will be most effective for you. Overviews of
LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube are included.
Discover how to leverage your kvCORE site for social media posts
and ads.
Net & Cost Sheets

Learn how to complete an actual net sheet for sellers and cost
sheet for buyers in this hands-on workshop. We will cover and
define all of the typical closing costs for a Nevada real estate
transaction.
kvCORE Basics

Bring your laptop and be ready to work on your kvCore website
and CRM in this workshop. We will cover setting up your profile,
website customization, dashboard overview, adding or importing
contacts and the default SMART campaigns. You will also
download and use the kvCORE apps.
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kvCore Advanced

Bring your laptop so we can work on these advanced features of
your kvCORE system: Customizing campaigns; cloning and
personalizing a newsletter template; creating and using landing
pages on social media; adding pages to your website.

SPECIALTY
WORKSHOPS
& TRAINING
Dotloop Workshop

Bring your laptop to this workshop and get an overview of how to
use dotloop including profile and other settings, opening loops,
adding and sharing documents with clients and others in the
transaction, submitting your folders for review by TC/compliance.
Riches for Niches

In this special workshop, Rich Brodkin shows you how to identify
your niche - to live and work your passion and monetize it. Do
what you love, develop your niche or target market and generate
ongoing leads, referrals and repeat business.
iREP Mastermind

In this monthly workshop for iREP certified agents, we will cover
success stories, ibuyer updates, best practices and procedures for
working with this market segment. Share and learn what’s working
for prospecting, lead generation and getting more listing/offer
presentation opportunities.
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Facebook

Learn how to get more leads through Facebook with out spending
money. Find out why Facebook is so effective for reaching the right
audience and how to start connecting with your clients today. In
this class you will receive an overview on Facebook Business Page,
Groups, Messenger, and Marketplace.
Facebook Ads

We will show you how to start utilizing Facebook to generate leads
for your business. You will learn how to create ads, step-by-step, as
well as to show you the different types of ads that have proven very
successful for many Real Estate Agents in the Las Vegas market.
Once you have taken this class you will be able to create Facebook
ads that will help you grow awareness for your listings, your real
estate services, and your neighborhood real estate expertise.
Instagram Series

Learn how to effectively use Instagram to grow you business. We
will start at the beginning and help you become a pro at using
Instagram. We will show you how to set up your Instagram account,
how to post, use stories effectively and the best way to use
Instagram TV.
Video Marketing Series

Are you looking to improve your video creation skills, or struggling
with how to start? In this class you will learn why REALTORS® don’t
use video and how to get over it, best practices, and how to shoot
videos with just your phone. We will give you the tools and
resources needed to develop an effective video marketing strategy.
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Finance Series

The Mortgage 101 class covers the basics, but we offer ongoing
mortgage & finance training to keep you up to date on topics from
the newest loan programs to down payment assistance.
Escrow 101

In this class you will learn the escrow process that impacts you and
your client from Fidelity National Title. You will also be updated on
the new wiring processes to protect your clients funds from
fraudulent activity, review the most critical concepts in guiding
your client through Escrow and fully understand the timeline of a
transaction.
Preliminary Title Report

In this class, Fidelity will teach you how to read and understand a
Preliminary Title Report. You will also be advised on what is needed
to open Escrow, basic timelines for prelim, and new guidelines,
how to best communicate with your Escrow officer.
Fidelity Live Farm Class

You will learn why it is critical to your business to farm and how to
use the most advanced farming data in the industry. Fidelity will
also show you how to use all the features within Fidelity Live Farm
including the walking farm, property profiles, polygon farms. We
will also go over how to use all of the data to help grow your
business.
Home Warranty 101

In this class you will receive a review of the Home Warranty
contract and coverage information so that you can easily explain
the benefits to your clients. Brought to you by Fidelity Home
Warranty
Open House Tools

Fidelity Home Warranty brings you Open House marketing ideas
and will get you prepared to set up Free Personalized Marketing
tools and handouts for your Open Houses.
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OUR STRATEGIC PARTNERS

Diane Corbin
OFFICE 702-369-0905
CELL 702-992-9888
dcorbin@allwestern.com
NMLS # 354361

Joslyn England
253-225-6521
Joslyn.england@fnf.com

Terri Estrada
702-885-9344
Terri.Estrada@fnf.com

Ken Schilke
702-528-5396
ken.schilke@fnf.com
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VIEW THE CALENDAR AT

HTTP://JOINHOMECONNECTAMERICA.COM/CALENDAR/
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